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Abstract 

This paper argues that for both creators of a choreomusical work, a collaborative 

creative process must be worthwhile, enjoyable, or contribute something unique to 

motivate artists to collaborate at a time where, to some degree, technology negates 

the necessity to do so. Therefore, the scholar interested in choreomusical relation-

ships should also be interested in collaborative, creative methods.  

The research considers cross-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary working processes 

in music and dance in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries to enquire into the 

ways that choreomusical relationships have developed for composers and choreog-

raphers working collaboratively. It asks whether there are factors which should be 

considered in a collaborative working method between composer and choreogra-

pher to achieve a co-creative endeavor which is satisfactory for both parties. Satis-

factory, co-creative results are defined by the satisfaction of both collaborators 

throughout the creative process, regardless of the end result.  

These questions were addressed both through historical analysis of collaborations 

within contemporary dance, and exploration of how choreomusical collaboration 

can be successful or unsuccessful in terms of co-creation and the satisfaction of each 

party within current artistic practice. Informed practical research and the use of 

journals coincide with a grounded theory approach: through analysis of both sets 

of data, factors which help and hinder choreomusical collaboration in terms of 
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co-creative approaches were identified. The results of this analysis are presented in 

a spectrum model of possible working relationships between composer and chore-

ographer; this paper applies this to case studies identified within the research in 

terms of cognitive innovation. 

Keywords: choreography; choreomusical; collaboration; music.  

 

Introduction 

The level of co-authorship, satisfaction or enjoyment of a creative working method 

does not always reveal itself in the result of collaboration; perceived choreomusical 

confluence can be achieved through a detached process as demonstrated by working 

methods of much classical ballet.  

Research concerning music and dance largely focuses on choreomusical relation-

ships and audience perception of the performance, an example being one of the most 

significant choreomusical texts in modern dance: Paul Hodgins’ Relationships Be-

tween Score and Choreography in Twentieth-Century Dance Music, Movement and Met-

aphor (1992). In this text Hodgins actually refers to the nature of collaboration as 

ineffable; the collaborative process is recognized as being distinct from the environ-

ment and perceptions of the piece (p. 9). Research considering cognitive innovation 

in other disciplines contradicts this, suggesting a process evolves in relational terms 

with its surroundings and intended audience (Glăveanu, 2014, p. 27). 

This lack of research and the importance of this area in the development in choreo-

musical study is mentioned in several recent choreomusical articles. McMains and 

Thomas (2013) stress the importance of collaboration when discussing choreomusi-

cal relationships: 

Just as great music or dance is produced through informed manipulation of tension 

and release, meaningful music-dance relationships are created through conscious 

manipulation of alignment and opposition of the two arts. (p. 199) 

Marisi (2014) acknowledges the benefits of a successful collaboration in that the au-

dience will experience a deep cognitive and emotional involvement (p. 32). Hagen & 

Bryrant (2003) point out that complex music and dance performances can only be 

created by coalitions with considerable internal stability, yet these performances can 

be displayed and “decoded” in a very short period of time, which may be a contri-

buting factor in the lack of research into collaborative methods (p. 30). 

Perhaps this lack of relevant research into the intuitive collaborative processes 

which take place between artists is why performance theorist Susan Melrose 

(2009) believes that “dance experts tend, quite reasonably, to ignore academics.” 
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Melrose expands on this and suggests that academic discourse often analyzes per-

formance as an object, and in doing so ignores the intentions and experiences of 

the artists themselves (p. 31). 

Melrose (2009) highlights how different an expert spectator’s view of a perfor-

mance is to that of a trained dancer or experienced choreographer and recognizes 

that “expert collaborations, common to much making in the performing arts, are 

largely mysterious to outsiders” (p. 29). In this chapter Melrose addresses collab-

oration in terms of the choreographer, allowing practitioners from other disci-

plines a small amount of creative freedom whilst creating something which is the 

empirical fit of the choreographer’s ideals (pp. 33–34); whilst she acknowledges 

that the chapter is written in terms of dance, this is arguably a limited view of the 

spectrum of possibilities within artistic collaboration.  

This research is important as it addresses the potential methods and relationships 

available to choreographers and composers in choreomusical collaboration; previ-

ous studies similar to this are limited as they only consider the preferences of the 

choreographers (McCombe, 1994; Wilden, 2012). For both creators of a choreomu-

sical work, a collaborative creative process must be worthwhile, enjoyable, or con-

tribute something unique to motivate artists to collaborate at a time where, to 

some degree, technology negates the necessity to do so. Therefore, the scholar in-

terested in choreomusical relationships should also be interested in collaborative 

creative methods.  

 

Contributions of Technology 

Rapid technological progress has continued to advance choreomusical options dramat-

ically. Guedes (2003) developed and demonstrated an expert system that allows danc-

ers to slightly control the tempo of pre-recorded music in order to encourage 

interactive performance. Sicchio (2014) explored the option of a dance and live-coding 

system and suggested that “live-coding emerges as a transdisciplinary approach to live 

performance. It may be used within live choreographic events to create compositions 

in real time” (p. 39). Working methods and material exchanges are also becoming ef-

fortless; a 2014 paper discussing how cloud-based file sharing and different digital rep-

resentations of music can facilitate collaborative engagement of musicians concluded 

that “new opportunities result from the digital medium’s capacity to handle digitized 

forms of music that may now span geographic boundaries and foster connectivity 

amongst the parties engaged” (Vlachakis, Kalaentzis & Akoumianakis, 2014, p. 6).  

Choreographers utilizing these inevitable developments to create their own accom-

paniments could leave interdisciplinary collaboration redundant unless the chore-

ographer feels they benefit via the process. John Cage (1968) recognized the simul-

taneous composition of dance and music as a “great advantage to the modern dance,” 
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however he commented that choreographers’ “use of percussion, unfortunately, has 

not been constructive” due to the creators having “not given the sound its own and 

special part in the whole composition” (p. 88). This observation is relevant as it will 

become more accessible for choreographers to create their own music; however, 

without musical skill Cage’s generalization could become the most common form of 

music in modern dance. Allen Fogelsanger (1998) does have a more positive pre-

diction for this and suggests that “in the future, instead of dancers moving to an ex-

traneous sound source, they may be the sound source, and a wonderfully rich one 

at that” (p. 8). 

 

Methodology 

This project has taken two methodological approaches: historical research into 

twentieth and twenty-first century practices, and sociological and reflexive research 

into contemporary practices using a grounded theory approach of qualitative re-

search. Firstly, a historical analysis of the potential approaches to collaborative rela-

tionships recognizes the cultural specificity of twentieth-century European 

American post-modern dance practices as creating a distinct genre of work, which 

has destabilized traditionally intertwined cultural practices of music and dance. This 

dissertation chooses to focus exclusively on this distinct genre of work and the de-

velopments which preceded it; the intention of the spectrum model is to identify the 

processes currently available in this genre only. Secondly, a discussion of practical 

knowledge of collaboration articulated by the artists themselves highlights the value 

of expert practitioner perspectives within the study. 

 Data was collected through interviews with choreographers and composers, and 

journals documenting my personal collaborative processes. Due to the relative lack 

of material reviewed detailing the experiences of choreographers and composers 

during collaboration, and in light of Melrose’s (2009) claim that expert-intuitive 

practitioner knowledge is often overlooked in arts research (p. 31), it was seen per-

tinent to use the interviews to focus explicitly on the individual perspectives and con-

cerns of both parties within a collaboration. 

This data has then been reviewed, coded, and grouped in order to develop an inte-

grated diagram: a spectrum model of collaborative relationships, which identifies core 

theoretical concepts determining the degrees of co-creation and satisfaction of both 

choreographer and composer. This model 1  is based on Jo Butterworth’s spectrum 

model found in “A Framework for Dance Making and Devising” (2009, pp. 187–188).  

 

                                                                  
1 See Table, p. 188–189: “Spectrum model of the creative processes available to choreographer and com-

poser, and specific requirements of each method.” 
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Discussion 

 

Hierarchal Trends 

When asked to define co-creation, the necessity of an equal input was ubiquitous 

amongst choreographers’ answers, however it seems some prefer to direct projects 

in a similar way to that of devised theatre and this is still deemed co-creation despite 

the clear existence of a hierarchy; methods such as this are documented in Oddey’s 

Devising Theatre (1994) and Lou Cope’s research into directing group collaborative 

work (2016). The composer’s definitions were more diverse and for them, as long as 

a piece is created together, equal input is not a requirement for co-creation; since 

this trend was amongst all of the composers, it suggests that they do in fact have a 

more negative or indifferent attitude toward achieving an equal input in a collabora-

tion. It is worth noting that authority is not evenly distributed throughout these 

standard methods; generally, choreographers have the role of director. 

One possible reason for this, highlighted in the interviews, is that choreographers 

tend to learn the fundamental language of other disciplines more than any other col-

laborating artist. Therefore, they are able to listen, understand and direct multi-

disciplinary projects with more sensitivity than other artists may be qualified to do. 

 

Education 

Generally, answers from artists who discussed standard methods of young collabo-

rators were varied, but one common, critical point was the lack of imagination shown 

by young choreographers’ choice of non-commissioned music. This same lack of im-

agination was not identified in composers; however, music is often presented as a 

lone discipline. Disregarding site-specific pieces, composers in education are not of-

ten required to provide a potential setting for the work they submit, whereas chore o-

graphers are expected to present ideas about light, costume and sound. I therefore 

propose that young composers would generally only work with movement in a col-

laborative environment. Education in music for contemporary dance is not ubiqui-

tous and education of contemporary dance for composers is scarce, so ill-informed 

choices and bland tastes in the other art form are common. Modules on choreomusi-

cal collaboration are not ubiquitous; those which exist may be short and unclear 

about different collaborative options, leaving students unaware about the breadth of 

collaborative opportunities available to them.  

It is notable that traditional methods, education and training of choreography and 

composition are fundamentally different; this may be a contributing factor in any po-

tential dissonance between choreographer and composer. Instructional texts in 

dance-making recognize collaboration as an important part of the creative process: 

Butterworth’s Dance Studies: The Basics (2012) advises that decisions about potential 
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collaborations should be made at the concept stage of the creative process which in-

evitably maximizes co-creative potential (p. 37). Anna Pakes (2009) recognizes the 

expectation that choreographers create considering the interdisciplinary: 

Choreography in itself is arguably a form of praxis because it involves collective pro-

duction . . . Decisions are not generally made according to a technically rational view 

of how to manipulate the relationships central to dance-making, but rather arise out 

of the circumstances of the moment and are governed by a different kind of rational-

ity sensitive to contingencies and to the evolving nature of [collaborative] relation-

ships. (pp. 19–20) 

In contrast to this, music composition is traditionally solitary; film composer Carter 

Burwell (2003) admits that he has no interest in speaking to anyone other than the 

director about his music, claiming it will be of no help to his creative process (p. 198). 

The traditional methods of both music and dance making have been challenged 

throughout the development of both popular and experimental music and dance, 

hence a plethora of working methods are currently available to composers and cho-

rographers; it is arguable that these traditional assumptions are no longer relevant. 

However, music education often focuses on traditional methods and presentation of 

work, as composition students are expected to create scores which adhere to instru-

mental standards with sufficient detail to eliminate need for discussion with the per-

former(s), or provide tracks of pre-recorded electronic music. Instructional texts 

such as Paul Hoffert’s Music for New Media (2007) even encourage composers to cre-

ate music systematically as a background for media, allowing little creative input and 

dismissing collaborative opportunities and the integrity of the composer.  

In terms of professional artists training in and understanding of the other art form, 

it seems language is a universal problem within interdisciplinary work, and one that 

each collaborative method has to negotiate. Most choreographers and composers 

acknowledged that some training in the language of other disciplines, in addition to 

knowledge of the modern developments of the discipline, could be useful. Interest-

ingly, many artists pointed out that training beyond this could impede approaching 

their collaborator’s work with an open mind, and did not express desire to have any 

further training in the other discipline.  

The perspective of a collaborator from another discipline was often highlighted as a 

valuable tool by both choreographers and composers; this is a distinct contribution 

of interdisciplinary collaboration. An interdisciplinary perspective then emerges as 

an important feature of this framework of creativity: “one of the key limitations of 

systemic models is represented by their institutional perspective on who can legiti-

mate creativity within a society and how creations contribute to a cultural domain” 

(Glăveanu, 2014, p. 25). 
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Social Factors 

In terms of the social dynamic of collaboration, respect and trust of the collaborating 

artist/s and their work is essentially a ubiquitous requirement amongst identified 

processes. Assertiveness is a requirement for every method aside from the non-

dominant roles in Processes One and Seven. This issue can be further complicated by 

discrimination against minorities, for example: gender discrimination, or profes-

sional status. Mapping artists’ personal details, locations and considering their cul-

ture, religion and traditions of the location of each artist is also necessary to ascertain 

the effect of this within collaborative relationships and the working methods avail-

able to each individual artist.  

For example, it is worth noting that of the four Maltese composers interviewed, a 

trend of composer dominance was identified. The one Maltese composer who does 

not work in Process One is generally not authoritative in collaborative relationships 

and was the only composer to work in Process Six, as well as the only female Maltese 

composer interviewed. A wider selection of artists would need to be interviewed to 

ascertain the role gender might play in such perceptions, however it is worth ac-

knowledging the significant presence of Catholicism in Malta, and its influence on 

power relationships within society. 

The artists that were more concerned about the quality of a collaborator’s work as 

opposed to their personal attributes and social skills were generally the authoritative 

figure in the commission based working processes. Artists often noted a preference 

to work with the same artist on several projects and develop this relationship. In 

contradiction, one choreographer pointed out a good collaborative relationship is 

not essential in every process as she sees “many collaborators work together who 

can’t stand each other outside the studio” (Calleja, personal communication, 2016); 

thus, one can assume that if they fall within the commission based processes, uncom-

fortable collaborative relationships can be amicable.  

Glăveanu (2014) argues that creativity “emerges as an encounter between person 

and world, a form of distributed activity that acts precisely on the differences above 

in ways that acknowledge them, exploit their potential, or try to reduce or bridge 

them” (p. 27). Regardless of the perceived success of the relationship, the develop-

ment of and direction of this collaborative process through time is arguably always 

a contributing factor in the outcome of any process, and the relationship of that out-

come with its audience and/or surroundings. 

 

Conclusions 

This spectrum could serve as a tool for students to illustrate the possible options and 

requirements of each party in order to develop clearer and more satisfying collabo-

rative projects. Butterworth’s spectrum model, the basis of the model presented in 
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this dissertation, was developed specifically for teaching dance in higher education, 

so the potential applications of my spectrum model to pedagogy are significant. 

It is important to note that time, funding and other practical considerations are con-

tributing factors of working processes in any given project. Regardless of these fac-

tors, this paper has identified that this is an interesting avenue of research with many 

potentially useful explorations and highlighted that interdisciplinary collaboration 

does contribute something distinct in a creative working process. I hope that more 

scholars and artists take an active interest in choreomusical collaboration in the fu-

ture and further explore the working processes available in order to develop inter-

esting collaborative relationships and choreomusical works.  

Collaborative relationships are important throughout the arts and beyond, and all of 

these processes are worthy and interesting areas of research; future comparison of any 

similar collaborative research in different disciplines could lead to insightful discovery. 

As composer James Wyness (personal communication, 2016) pointed out when dis-

cussing this research, “[t]he larger part of the pleasure from working in this field is 

derived from the process, the journey over the destination or means over ends.” 
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Appendix 
 

Table. Spectrum model of the creative processes available to choreographer and composer, and specific requirements of each method. 

Process Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4 Process 5 Process 6 Process 7 

Hierarchy Composer in 
control. 

 

Composer in 
control but open 
to discussion. 

Open collaboration 
with composer as 
director. 

No hierarchy. Open collaboration 
with choreographer 
as director. 

Choreographer 
in control but 
open to discus-
sion. 

Choreographer 
in control. 

Emergence of 
concept 

Composer’s 
concept is 
realised by 
choreogra-
pher. 

Composer’s con-
cept is inter-
preted by 
choreographer. 

Composer’s con-
cept is discussed 
and developed 
with choreogra-
pher.  

Concept emerges 
via both artists OR 
interests both art-
ists and is created, 
explored and de-
veloped together. 

Choreographer’s 
concept is discussed 
and developed with 
composer. 

Choreographer’s 
concept is inter-
preted by com-
poser. 

Choreographer’s 
concept is real-
ised by com-
poser. 

Requirements 
of composer 

Generation 
of concept, 
structure, 
style and 
musical ma-
terial. 

Generation of 
concept, struc-
ture, style and 
musical mate-
rial in relation 
to capabilities/ 
style of the cho-
reographer.  

Generation of con-
cept/contribution 
toward generation 
of concept.  

Contribution to-
ward exploring/ 
discovering struc-
ture, style, etc. 

Direction of project 
where necessary.  

Understanding of 
all other art forms 
involved in project. 

Generation of mu-
sical material. 

Time. 

Contribute ideas 
and facilitate the 
shared explora-
tion and discovery 
of the concept, 
structure and 
style of the piece. 

Generation of mu-
sical material, 
time. 

Contribution toward 
exploring/ discover-
ing concept, style, 
structure, etc.  

Generation of musi-
cal material, time. 

Sensitivity to 
movement.  

Generate an au-
dible interpreta-
tion of the 
choreographer’s 
ideas. 

Sensitivity to 
movement.  

Generate an au-
dible realisation 
of the choreog-
rapher’s ideas. 
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Process Process 1 Process 2 Process 3 Process 4 Process 5 Process 6 Process 7 

Requirements 
of choreogra-
pher 

Musicality. 

Generate a 
visual reali-
sation of the 
composer’s 
ideas. 

Musicality.  

Generate a vis-
ual interpreta-
tion of the 
composer’s 
ideas. 

Contribution to-
ward explor-
ing/discovering 
concept, style, 
structure, etc.  

Generation of 
movement mate-
rial. 

Time. 

Contribute ideas 
and facilitate the 
shared explora-
tion and discovery 
of the concept, 
structure and 
style of the piece. 

Generation of 
movement mate-
rial.  

Time. 

Generation of con-
cept/contribution 
toward generation 
of concept.  

Contribution toward 
exploring/discover-
ing structure, style, 
etc.  

Direction of project 
where necessary.  

Understanding of all 
other art forms in-
volved in project. 

Generation of move-
ment material. 

Time. 

Generation of 
concept, struc-
ture, style and 
musical material 
in relation to ca-
pabilities/style 
of the composer. 

Generation of 
concept, struc-
ture, style and 
movement ma-
terial. 

Social  
requirements of 
composer 

Confidence, 
devotion. 

Confidence, 
communication, 
listening, devo-
tion. 

Confidence, com-
munication, listen-
ing, openness, 
devotion, willing-
ness to take risks. 

Confidence, com-
munication, lis-
tening, openness, 
fluidity, devotion, 
ability to let ideas 
go willingness to 
take risks. 

Confidence, commu-
nication, listening, 
compromising, will-
ingness to take 
risks, devotion, 
openness, ability to 
let ideas go. 

Malleability, al-
truism, commu-
nication, 
listening. 

Malleability, al-
truism, listening. 

Social  
requirements of 
choreographer 

Malleability, 
altruism, lis-
tening. 

Malleability, al-
truism, commu-
nication, 
listening. 

Confidence, com-
munication, listen-
ing, compromising, 
willingness to take 
risks, devotion, 
openness, ability to 
let ideas go. 

Confidence, com-
munication, lis-
tening, openness, 
fluidity, devotion, 
ability to let ideas 
go, willingness to 
take risks. 

Confidence, commu-
nication, listening, 
openness, devotion, 
willingness to take 
risks. 

Confidence, 
communication, 
listening, devo-
tion. 

Confidence, de-
votion. 
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First response to “An Argument for Investigation into Collaborative, Choreo-

musical Relationships within Contemporary Performance: A Practical and The-

oretical Enquiry into the Distinct Contributions of a Collaborative, Co-creative 

Approach” by Joanne “Bob” Whalley 

 

This is a rich seam for discussion, and one which has a deep historical grounding. 

There is constant curiosity around how the collaborations of John Cage and Merce 

Cunningham, Igor Stravinsky and George Balanchine, Louis Horst and Martha 

Graham, for example, were created and maintained. I am interested in the method-

ology for an investigation into the distinctions between co-authorship and collabo-

ration within choreomusicology. What might be differences, shifts, overlappings, 

developments, between being both within and without the choreomusical process: 

are knowledges different for the creators and commentators of the work (and these 

might also be in the same bodies, so “doing things” differently at different times)? 

Concerning the philosophy of collaboration, or collective creation, with its “nonhier-

archical, egalitarian nature” (Cull, 2013, p. 45), certainly Deleuze and Guattari can be 

useful here around questions of authorship, indeed “body without organs,” “becom-

ing,” “rhizome” and “affect” feature as prominent terms for contemporary dance 

practitioners. The project appears to seek beyond a democratization of interpreta-

tion, and Deleuze and Guattari find means by which ownership is genuinely shared. 

Critical arguments around authorship and shared knowledge production can be 

found in Colin and Sachsenmaier’s recent book Collaboration in Performance Prac-

tice: Premises, Workings and Failures. In it Laura Cull Ó Maoilearca states: “[e]ven the 

most apparently individual or solo practice might in fact contain strong collaborative 

elements. The creator of a performance may not acknowledge the collaboration of 

the audience, but this does not prevent that collaboration from happening. And like-

wise, a project calling itself ‘a collaboration’ may nevertheless express individualistic 

tendencies” (Cull, 2016, p. 97). 

Founding member of Goat Island performance group Matthew Goulish values collabo-

ration because it offers the chance to “[e]scape from ourselves, from the limited per-

spective of the individual ego . . . Who we were, when we met, how we proceeded, what 

we produced, all seem products of the togetherness, the conjunction . . . Escaping our 

individual limitations was certainly one of our goals—and not only limitations of iden-

tity, but also of thought, imagination, history and progress” (Goulish, 2000, p. 15). 

Claire Bishop states that “[a]rtists are increasingly judged by their working pro-

cess—the degree to which they supply good or bad models of collaboration—and 

criticized for any hint of potential exploitation that fails to ‘fully’ represent their sub-

jects, as if such a thing were possible” (Bishop, 2006, p. 180). The work of choreog-

rapher and composer Jonathan Burrows and Matteo Fargion could be of importance 
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as current practitioners tussling choreomusically. Sections from some of their 

collab orations: Both Sitting Duet (2002), Quiet Dance (2005), Speaking Dance (2006), 

Cheap Lecture (2006), The Cow Piece (2009), Counting to one hundred (2011), 

One Flute Note (2012), Body Not Fit for Purpose (2014), can be found at: 

http://scores.motionbank.org/jbmf/#/set/all-duets. Fargion and Burrows both use 

scores, separately and together, that kind of notational system that secures against 

its own disappearance. Of his scores, Fargion says: “At first only way I could think of 

it was treating it like music, tricking myself into thinking I was playing a percussion 

piece, which is a trick I sometimes still use. Depending on the performance, the accu-

racy of the movements comes very much from the musicality: the score is written 

musically and I am just performing that. The fact that it is bigger movement and does 

not actually produce sound is immaterial” (Burrows & Fargion, 2008).  

And I think Cull finishes best on the thoughts of collaboration:  

Performance thinks in its own, multiple ways: as the emergent, decentralized thinking 

of collaboration and collective creation, which challenges our habitual, proprietorial 

thought; as the stammerings, stutterings and whisperings that assure an identity of 

self and voice as much as they speak difference and vibrate those who hear them; as 

mutually empowering encounters between the human and the nonhuman, where im-

manent imitations tend towards one body’s continuation of another’s movement; as 

events of experienced insight and attentive respect that increase our participation in 

an always unfinished, incomplete whole; as an extended ‘open-ness’ to other dura-

tions, to the impatience of waiting sometimes, to the exhaustion of accelerations at 

other times. Open the window a little wider . . . Open to others . . . For goodness is itself 

a matter of movement and composition; a part, relative, open. (Cull, 2013, p. 240) 
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Second response to “An Argument for Investigation into Collaborative, Chore-

omusical Relationships Within Contemporary Performance: A Practical and 

Theoretical Enquiry into the Distinct Contributions of a Collaborative, Co-

creative Approach” by Michael Straeubig 

 

The article discusses aspects of collaboration between co-creators. In particular, it is 

about choreographers and composers who create common works that involve both 

music and dance. It draws a distinction between the outcome of a creative endeavor 

and the satisfaction of the participants. 

In this response I want to look at the article from three general perspectives.  

The first approach is to apply its themes to other creative processes in which practi-

tioners of different media take part to form a common result. An example would be 

game design (Schell, 2015). Like choreomusical works, games usually include multi-

ple media like audio, visuals or interactive interfaces. Different forms appear in these 

media, such as rules or narration. Investigating the relationship between these media 

and between medium and form (Luhmann, 1997, pp. 165–214) in this context seems 

a promising avenue.  

A second general approach would be to observe the interactions during creative col-

laboration as social systems—systems that operate with communication. This also 

opens up investigations into sense-making as communicative acts involve expecta-

tions, (mis)understandings, meta-communication. “One cannot not communicate” 

(Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson, 2007). Coupled to those acts are feelings and emo-

tions (Rouhiainen & Hämäläinen, 2013).  

The third perspective, which is connected to the second one, is about the concept of 

relationships and power. It is reflected in the article in the form of a categorization 

based on Butterworth (2009). For me it remains unclear if idealized categories such 

as “Composer in control” versus “Composer in control but open to discussion” corre-

spond to the reality of a working relationship. Maybe there are descriptions that 

could mirror more closely the shifting intricacies and dynamics of individual power 

relations? One such perspective might be resistance, for example (Foucault, 1982).  

Finally, it would be interesting to discuss all three perspectives in the context of 

technology. 
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